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GREETINGS

Best wishes for a happy and wholesome
New
Year!
The Exponent is back again at the old stand
.
From October to May it will endeavor to
offer a

variety of stories, travelogues, experience
s—perhaps
poetry—to please the literary tastes of
our readers.

We invite y
—o
freshmen
u
, too—to contribute

your might, your power of expression. The
old folks
at home will be delighted to learn—what
they knew

all the time—that their boy was blessed with an
exceptional inheritance! Do it for Mother! Do
it for
Dad!—B. W.
WELL BEGUN IS HALF DONE

The amount of work, study, or effort that
you
put into the first month or two will affect
your entire school year. One candid professor admit
ted

that the impressions made by students the
first six

weeks influenced his opinions, even the grade
s he

turns in to the registrar.
Strangely enough, those first few weeks in
which
you apply yourself also influence your own
inclinations—perhaps unbeknown to you. Once
you have

contracted the habit of study, and you see
those
good grades coming in, you will automatically
continue the good work well begun.—B. W.

ON GROWING OLD
In a recent issue of a popular woma
n’s magazine,
81 of the 143 advertisements were
devoted to the

noble cause of regaining youth.

dread to grow old.

headed the list.

Americans do

Face creams for wrinkled faces

Next followed hair dye for silver

tresses, dated coffee for night-cl
ub nerves, and slen-

derizing drugs for amazonic figur
es.

Every article,

presented in an alluring mann
er, told how to turn

back the hands on the face of Time,
Yet Time ticks on.

Human nature cannot check the

ever-mounting seconds. We miss the char
m, the beauty
of growing old when we try to hold
still the hands of
Time.
The sincere beauty of nature is seen
this month.
Sky-blue October, with its color, its mist
y haze one

day, its vividness another day, has
no fear of growing old. This dowager month,
so beautiful before
white winter, is proud of her age.
She does not try
to paint her rusty leaves a pale
green. No; she is
content to let them remain brilliant
before they turn
brown and blow away.
If human nature would pattern
after October, and

grow old gracefully, there would
be more beauty in
this world and less heartaches.—I.
36
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FORGET IT

THE PACIFIST

the crowd, a
If you see a tall fellow ahead of

up the paciOne of our eastern exchanges sizes
neither fish nor
fist as a strange sort of animal:

less and proud, and
leader of music, marching fear

fact that battleworld peace, unconscious of the

y in a closet,
If you know of a skeleton hidden awa
in the dark;
and guarded and kept from the day
e

animal has
flesh nor good red meat. This human
threats to
a phobia of battleships. He sees in them

ships are safeguards of peace.
we find
Looking up the pedigree of the pacifist,
rdice is his
that Ignorance is his mother and Cowa
not raise my
father. His cradle song was “I did
pacifist, the
the
se
cour
Of
boy to be a soldier.”
d to fight,”
prou
“too
is
advocate of unpreparedness,
objectors,
s
tiou
cien
cons
and would join the ranks of
even in a war of defense.
more miliWe need to-day more preparedness and
to build up
tary training in our colleges. We need

ration of sissies.
a hardy race of he-men, not a gene
but to remain at
,
fight
Let us arm ourselves, not to

peace.—F. J.

CATHOLIC EDUCATION
rs underIt is difficult for Catholics to make othe

s education; but
stand their attitude toward religiou

ing aloud would
you know ofa tale whose mere tell
it’s
ish be bowed,
cause his proud head to in angu
a pretty plan to forget it.

display would caus
whose showing, whose sudden

ay, it’s a pretty
grief and sorrow an lifelong dism
good plan to forget it.

of a friend (we
If you know of a spot in the life

without end) whose
all have spots concealed, world

play or rend, till
touching his heartstrings would
ving could mend,
the shame of its showing no grie
it’s a pretty good plan to forget it.
en the joy
If you know of a thing that will dark
that will wipe
of a man or woman, a girl or a boy,

oy a fellow, or
out a smile or the least way ann
a pretty good plan
cause any gladness to cloy, it’s
to forget it—Anon.

THE RED CROSS FIELD FOR
COLLEGE MEN
men
Among the many calls upon college-trained

ranks of the
is that of volunteer service in the

The qualities of tempera-

Healy, in
the explanation given by Mr. Timothy

American Red Cross.

y:
as anyone, probably, could. Said Mr. Heal
to say
“J would rather have my children learn
of the globes.
the Our Father than to learn the use
their religion
od
rsto
unde
I would rather that they
to come than
is
h
whic
in the provision for eternity

gency and
ganizations, fit them ideally for the emer
Chapters,
s
Cros
regular activities of the local Red
.
of which there are more than 3,700
ters in
Last year, for instance, there were 78 disas
regave
s
the United States in which the Red Cros

s it as clear
the British House of Parliament, make

us and eduthat they should be rich and prospero

would give
cated in the things of this world. I
spell myot
cann
very little for your education. I
I can.
ence
self. I cannot parse an English sent
w a
kno
to
not do the rule of three. I am supposed
ake.
little law, but I think that is a mist

But if

have got a
there is one thing which I and mine
to come;
grip of, it is the belief in the Infinite Christ

ever be their
the conviction that our children, what
whatever
nes,
ortu
misf
their
distresses, whatever be

listened to
be their poverty in this world, if they
reward
rich
a
reap
the teaching of the Church, will
nity
stia
Chri
of
ons
in putting into practice the less
ls.”
schoo
which they receive in the Catholic
eduThere are those who sincerely believe that
avoid
by
cation is possible without religion merely
ed.
ing religion. Actually in practice it is not avoid
keep his
If the teacher is an agnostic he cannot
does
agnosticism from the student. If the teacher
that
God,
lly
actua
was
r
Savio
not believe that Our
he
h
whic
in
er
mann
the
would be clear merely by
.
Times
and
n
Unio
c
holi
mentions the Son of God.—Cat
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s students and
ment, as well as of mind, which make
in civic orand
ness
graduates in demand in busi

lief to sufferers.

Although each had the benefit of

ed Red
the experience and general direction of train

the work was
Cross disaster workers, the bulk of
of teamwork
kind
The
rs.
performed by local chape

ge sports
found in football, basketball and other colle
of shelng
givi
the
tive
was necessary to make effec

ation, and
ter, food, medical attention, hospitaliz
and storm.
fire,
,
transportation to victims of flood

communiDisasters are “extra-curricular” so far as
nization
orga
ties are concerned. Quick thinking,
rtant
impo
ability, versatility, and enthusiasm are
such
at
rs
assets of Red Cross workers and voluntee
recog
times. Chapter officers and committeemen
of
ces
nize this and everywhere enlist the servi
young men.
join in
This fall a great many coollege men will
Red
the
ation
invit
door
zest in extending by door-tos.
home
of
ons
milli
to
Cross membership privilege
vksgi
Than
to
Day
The Roll Call is from Armistice

work of Red
ing, November 11 to 29, and supports

d and
Cross chapters in communities and the broa
on.
helpful program of the national organizati

The Missing Elevator
® By Bob Wharton
The star reporter of the Cuaron js
sent to cover a strange story: a@ pas-

senger elevator, in a busy department

store, has just been reported “missing.” Hot foot it with the reporter and
help solve the mystery.
CT
|

ELEPHONE for the Telegraph Editor!”
Jim Reed, telegraph editor of the “Clarion,”
dropped the ticker tape he was scanning and walked

over to his paper-bestrewn desk.
“Hullo! * * * Oh, hello, Walter. * * * Now,
now,

young fella, you can’t pull that one on me, *
* *
You did what? * * * Oh! All right. I’ll send right

over.”
He slipped out of his chair and walked
rapidly

over to the city editor,
“Say, Willyum. Walter Penny, building superin-

tendent of Updyke’s department store
just called

and told me that one of his elevators is missing.”
The city editor lifted a harassed frace from his

papers and wiggled his fingers as one does
to chase
away an inquisitive child.
“Go away, Jim. Run along with your practical

jokes, will yuh. I’m up to my ears in work.”
“No, no, Bill. He says it just disappeared and
not
a soul knows where it went.”
“Tell him to get in touch with the Lost and Found
Department,” wearily retorted the city editor,
his

body slowly resuming its former bowed
attitude,
only to jerk upright again as the telegraph
editor

dropped a heavy hand on the sitting one’s head
and
spun him around on his revolving chair as one
spins

a piano stool.
“Now listen, Bill.

I’m serious.

You had_ better

send over right away. The chief of police is
over
there now. It looks like a good story.”
“An elevator missing?” The city editor was
all

attention now as his journalistic intuition
sensed a

good story.

He nodded his head slowly as he con-

sidered the importance of such a story.

“All right,

Jim. But heaven help you if this is a joke.”
He turned to his desk again and then called
to

a tall young man who was bending over
a drinking
fountain near the doorway.

“Hirschman !”

The one at the drinking fountain turned his head,
revealing a solemn, lugubrious face. He straightened up slowly and then marched solemnly over to

the city editor’s desk.

“My star reporter,” murmured the city editor,
sourly gazing up at Hischman. “Now listen, you
long drink of water! A passenger elevator, prob-

ably weighing nearly a ton, has mysteriously disappeared from Updyke’s department store during
their busiest hour. No one saw it leave, nor can
anyone account for it. Now you scramble those
long legs of yours out that door and get that story!”

“No sooner said than dood!” saluted Hirschman,
bringing his hand smartly to his forehead—but his
thumb was suspiciously near his nose.
A few minutes later Hirschman walked up to the

front door of Updyke’s, and was surprised into one
of his worst curses when the swinging door groaned

but refused to open at his vigorous kick.
“Sarsaparilla !”
He jerked his arm into a sudden violent swing,

and his coat sleeve slid alarmingly up his arm, baring a surprisingly long and muscular forearm and

disclosing a ridiculously tiny wrist watch.
“Hey! It’s only two o’clock. What’s the idea
in locking the doors already?”
He dropped his arm and peered through the door.
His eyes narrowed, and he moved closer as he
no-

ticed a crowd of people inside, amazingly quiet and

unmoving for so large a crowd.

“I smell a big story, bigger than a missing elevator!”” muttered Hirschman, his nose glued to
the
glass door.
“Hey, Frank! James Frank!” he yelled suddenly,
and dealt the doora fierce kick. “Let me in!
I’m
from the Press!”
A moment later a key rasped in the lock, the
door
was flung open, and Hirschman found his
hand
clasped in a firm and friendly grip.
“Well, Harry Hirschman!

Glad to see you! |

haven’t seen you since you were working
back in

the shipping room.

I heard that you were report-

ing for the Clarion,’
“What’s going on here, Frank?” earnest
ly inquired Hirschman, gazing around the
crowded
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were
store, and noticing for the first time that there
ut
ugho
thro
many blue-coated policemen scattered
the crowd.

I don’t know.
“Well, to tell you the truth, Harry,
is that five
It’s too much for me. All that I know
fellow by the
people were in an elevator and some

and
name of “The Great Cochran’ made it disappear,

it hasn’t come back yet.”
“The Great Cochran,”

mused

Hirschman.

it?
“That’s the world’s greatest magician; isn’t
h
Whic
.
week
this
er
theat
He’s at the Emporium
elevator was it, Frank?’
p of
“That one clear at the end, where that grou
people are standing.

The man in uniform is Chief

Penny
of Police Bestnor, and beside him are Walter
and David Updyke.”
“Thanks, Frank,” nodded Hirschman.

“And who

is that in the wheel chair?”
“That’s “Lhe Great Cochran,’ the magician.”
ch“Oh, yes, he’s the one | want to see,” said Hirs

rapidly
man from the side of his mouth, and walked
over towards the group at the elevator.
ke
Ae he neared the group he heard Mr. Updy

talking earnestly to the Chief of Police.

“But, Chief, you can’t keep our doors locked like
busithis. We’re losing thousands of dollars of
ness!”

:
The Chief testily shrugged and retorted sharply

“Five people have vanished in that elevator, Mr.
Updyke, and if I don’t find them shortly [ll be the

laughing stock of the town! I think that blasted
magician got sick purposely !’

Hirschman waited until the chief’s tirade ceased

and then quickly stepped forward, showing his press

badge.

get
“lm from the Clarion, Chief, and I'd like to

the full story of this, if I may.”

“A reporter!” ‘The chief’s full face was a comical
study of despair. “I was afraid of it!”
“Tt will be all right, Chief. I'll deal fairly with

the
you,” Hirschman assured him. “Just give me
tor?”
eleva
whole story. First, who was in the

“Let me tell the whole thing!” interrupted Mr.

Updyke.

“It all started when the Chief and I were

to be
talking to Bertwin Cochran here, who is said

the world’s greatest magician.

We had just seen

him spirit an automobile filled with girls into nothingness on the stage of the Emporium, and as the
we
Chief and I were curious as to how it was done,

e
went back stage. The Chief's uniform was of cours
enough to gain us entrance.
a
“After talking awhile, I mentioned that such
stage
the
on
disappearance could only be done
where flashing lights and curtains were available.
“Well, “Phe Great Cochran’ got angry and stated

disthat he could make an elevator full of passengers
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that unless we
appear in my own store, and said
sand dollars
were afraid, he would stake a thou

against five hundred from each of us.”
book,
Hirschman was rapidly writing in his note
saw the chief
and a smile quivered on his lips as he
handkerchiel.
ed
aggl
bedr
a
mop his forehead with
but accept
else
ing
noth
do
“Of course we could

Updyke, “and so it
the challenge,” continued Mr.

in the midst of
was that just twenty minutes ago,
floor, five peot
stree
all the confusion here on the

the elevator,
ple, taking it as a grand lark, got in
es—and the
pass
the Great Cochran made his magic
elevator disappeared.

and glanced
Mr. Updyke paused for a moment

l chair.
down at the supine figure in the whee

“The Great
“And then,” he continued, “what does
of a fit, and the
Coochran’ do but have some kind

terweight
elevator is still gone, cables and coun

and all.

gets mad
“And to make matters worse, the Chief

won't allow
and orders all the doors closed, and

anyone out.”
the maHirschman had been narrowly watching
an's’
Cochr
t
Grea
gician. He thought he saw ‘The

he watched, the
lips part in a quizzical smile. Ae
up straight in
magician slowly stirred, and then sat

the wheel chair.
ping from
“Where—Oh, yes! The elevator !’ Step

swept his eyes
the wheel chair, “I'he Great Cochran’

looked toover his audience and then turned and
ward the elevator shaft.
y move,
Hirschman followed the magician’s ever

rd the elevaand as he saw him extend an arm towa
ued murmur
subd
a
tor shaft he heard a gasp and

tly down
from the onlookers, and then sliding silen
at the
ping
stop
the shaft, the elevator appeared,
floor.

doors
Hirschman crowded forward as the

were flung open.
leav“Mrs. Adsit!” he called to the first person
I|’m reing the car, “you remember me, don’t you?
your reporting for the Clarion. Will you tell me
suppose
actions while you were in the elevator? I
half an
over
gone
were
you
that you know that
hour?”

y,” smiled
“Tt seemed much longer than that, Harr

into the
Mrs. Adsit a little tremulously. “We went
I had
if
but
us,
elevator when the magician told
have
n’t
could
known what was in store for us, you
I sit
if
mind
Do you
dragged me into that car.
head
fore
down,” she added, putting her hand to her
a little wearily.
Hirschman led her to a chair, and then as the
to
others clustered around, he gently urged her
continue.
the
“Well, it seemed all right at first because

clevator just went up the shaft as usual, but then

suddenly we passed the top floor
and we all held
our breath, expecting a hard bump
.

“Strangely enough, we felt no jar at all,
and we
just continued straight up in the air,
and the oper-

ator dropped the control and we all
crowded back

into the car.
“It felt awfully queer at first, but
then we got

our courage back, and we held on
tight and looked
out and down.
“It was the greatest shock | have
ever experi-

enced,’ shuddered Mrs. Adsit. “The
elevator was
going at a great rate of speed, as we
could tell by

the ground far below us flashing
rapidly by.
“A short while later it seemed
to slowa little,
and far over to one side we coul
d see the ocean.
And then as the rate of speed decr
eased we saw that
we were passing over New York City.

“And the strangest part of the whole trip
was the

peculiar sight I saw over New York
City.

What is

the name of that building with the dirig
ible mast

at the top?”
“The Plymouth building,” Hirschma
n answered

quickly.
“Well,” Mrs. Aidsit smiled a little apologetic
ally, “as

we passed over, J saw the entire top
of the Plymouth
building topple and fall down into
the strect!
“The next moment I felt the car
lurch and we

were descending down the shaft.”

Walter Penny, the chief of polic
e, and Mr. Up-

dyke all ducked quickly as Hirschman
swung his
arm in that picturesque and characteristic
operation
that he went through in order to see
this watch.

“Two-forty-five!

Time to make he city edi-

tion!” Squeezing through the crowd
, he slipped
behind the nearest counter and picke
d up the telephone.
He spun the dial a few times and then
after a
moment barked into the phone:
“City Editor! * * * Not there, huh? All
right, let
me talk to Jim Reed. * * * Hello,
Jim, I have the

story of the century.

Spread it all over the first

page! Now listen—” and he proc
eeded to tell the
whole story.
Back in the newspaper room, Jim
Reed, the tele-

graph editor, was chuckling as Hirs
chman told

about the falling skyscraper.
“Front page, huh? Now listen to
me, Hirschman.
Come on back hére and write it
up in a hundred
words or so. It’s not so good. Your
magician just
practiced a little mass hypnotism,
that’s all. ‘The

story may be all right for the third or
fourth page.”

Jim Reed hung up laughing at the
disparaging remarks about his ancestors. He
was still chuckling

as he picked up the ticker tape.
The chuckle died on his lips as he
read the first

word on the tape. His cigaret
fell unheeded onto
a pile of papers as he read:
“Plymouth building crumbled
at 2:40 to-day.”

Arts? Commerce? or Engineer?
® By Jim Schopler
Jim teils us what four years do to the

arts, commerce, and engineering stu-

dent. He calls the arts students “the

cream of the crop.” Personally, we

think that he is biased, although
we

admit that he is entitled to his opinion.

Bxcivenes are not painters
by profession.
Too bad! That is the reason they are
painted
far worse than they really are. Now
, were the paint
brush reposing in the hand of the engi
neer, instead

of your arts man, the situation
would be reversed,

and probably all the poor jokes blam
ed on the en-

gineers would be cracked at the
expense of the arts

man,

Engineers are not murderers, as
a rule.

They do

not kill by ruthlessly murdering
the English lan-

guage as so many of us are led
to believe. “We engineers don’t need no English”
might have been an
appropriate self-expressing stat
ement years ago, but
like the proverbial sieve, it hold
s no water to-day.

This article is not written in defense
of the engin-

eers.

They are big enough and able
enough to take

care of themselves.

Again, I am an arts student

myself, and it is not good policy
to swap horses
in mid-stream. But I do feel incl
ined at sundry

times, whenever the occasion pres
ents itself, to pity
the misunderstood engineer for
all his undeserved
misfortunes.
The engineer is Placed, thro
ugh no fault of his
own, into the same category
with the luckless
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Scotchman.

Both are made the butts to every sort

inable under
of meaningless puns and jokes imag

one about
the sun. When it isn’t “Did you hear the
“Have you
the Scotchman who2” it is generally

b engineer who
heard the latest one about the dum

went to the English class?”
He has his
Of course, the engineer is not perfect.

rest of the boys?
flaws and faults, but what about the

is an imAre they beyond he point where to err
and the
arts
the
It seems to me that
possibility?
aps
perh
and
,
commerce man use erasers as much
e
wher
And
more than your good old engineer.

, buildings,
would we be without bridges, dams
nces?
houses, and a million other convenie

might
From the aforementioned paragraphs, one

engineer, despite
draw a logical conclusion that the

prominent
his ungrammatical English, despite his
glaring
more
his
ite
desp
,
position in the joke field
modern world.
drawbacks, is ‘indispensable to the

and conBut such a conclusion would evoke loud

he commerce
tinued squawks from the arts and
own opinion
boosters, so you can formulate your

concerning the subject.
about the
Despite all the nice things I have said
am of the
engineer, I think the arts man is the “cre

s him just
crop.” Four years of engineering make
one
; and four years of commerce makes
an engineer

s of arts for
just a commerce graduate; but four year
er and
moth
own
his
even
the arts student—and
more
up
ends
He
him.
father will not recognize

in parts, a geolthan merely an arts graduate. He is,
n, poet—all
oria
hist
ogist, economist, sociologist,
wrapped up in cellophane !

“A genius!” you say?

word” says the arts man.

“A genius is the exact
But what do the com-

question?
merce and the engineer have to say on the
ary,
Their answers are derogatory, uncompliment

article from an
‘and unprintable, and to save this

from printing
abrupt conclusion, we will refrain
their views on the subject.
*

*K

2k

>
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es. Jack is
Permit me to relate to you two stori
and Charan engineer, Joe is a commerce student,

ley is an arts man.

The trio were walking down

passed a new 1934
the street one day, when along
model automobile.

, look at that
Said Joe the commerce man: “Say
ls, aluminum
new Speedmobile—knee action whee

springs, superhead, body by Fisher, outboard

d of 85 miles
charger, capable of attaining a spee

detail, all for $695
per, streamlined to the smallest

—and up—f. o. b., Toledo.”
car certainly
Said Charley, the arts man: “That
look at those
is a beautiful piece of work. Just
How would
flowing lines! Yes sir, a splendid job.
in such a Car,
you like to take a spin in the country
country air?”
breathing in the pure, invigorating
kers! what a
Said Jack the engineer: “Gee whis
swell crate!”
*

*

*

x

*

characters,
The second story concerns the same

asked to comment on
but in this instance each was

“yesterday’s rain.”

Charley, the arts man wrote:

“The rain came

d, life-renewing, cooling
ts
esse
en
—bl
down in torr
each a transrain; countless sparkling drops of it,
diadem of
parent, lucid gem out of the majestic
e. It fell upon
God’s wide and beneficent sky abov
among the tree
the grass, the thirsty grass. It fell

leaves in rapturous
tops, covering the delicate lacy

embrace.

through the
“Al] day long it rained, and long

was. stifling,
night. ‘The temperature indoors
y. Night apthough outside it was agreeably balm
inued to ratproached stealthily, but the wind cont
come down,
tle the panes, and the rain continued to
down—pitter-patter, pitter-patter.”

e humidJoe, the commerce man wrote: “Relativ
54 per cent.
ity, at 8 a. m., 93 per cent; at 1 p. m.,
hour. PreWind velocity at 1 p. m., three miles per
.46 inches.
cipitation, 24 hours ending 7 a. m. today,

ees; yesterYesterday’s high temperature, 70 degr

day’s low temperature, 68 degrees.”
y day
But Jack, the engineer wrote: “What a lous
n’?”
raini
stop
a
yesterday! Ain’t it never gonn

table
Great men, taken up in any way, are profi

imperfectly,
company. We cannot look, however
thing by
upon a great man, without gaining some

h it is
him. He is the living light-fountain, whic
good and pleasant to see.—Thomas Carlyle.
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Crazy Ike's Preparation
Bob continues ths story of Crasy Ike,
His two college chums have the littl
e
black puppy, whose eves remind them

of the departed caretaker of the
campus. Is the puppy the reincarnatio
n of

Crazy Ike? Read Crazy Ike's diar
y.

J IM MASTERS, white of
face and trembling a

a little, patted the head of the littl
e black puppy
he held under one arm. The littl
e puppy feebly

wagged its stumpy tail, and
with wide and steady
eyes looked up at Jim’s perspiri
ng face.

“Here, Pete, you take him. His eyes
give me the
willies,” cried Jim feverishly, and
bundled the puppy over to Pete Hurst.
:
Pete took the tiny black pup a littl
e gingerly and
handed a small book, locked with
a leather clasp,
over to Jim.
The two boys were sophomores at
the University
of Dickens, and had just passed
through a hairraising experience. They had just
come from the
deathbed of Crazy Ike, who was
the caretaker of
the University campus, and their
very good friend.
Crazy Ike had been a very taciturn
person, and
had long been an object of curiosit
y to the studentbody of the University. Howeve
r, he had been
friendly with only two boys, Jim
Masters and Pete
Hurst, who had returned his obvi
ous friendliness
with genuine affection.
He had told them breath-taking
stories of his
adventurous life, and they had skip
ped many a class
just to hear him. He had told the
m how he had
been hypnotized by a super-intell
igent lama in Mon-

golia, and had lived a lifetime of Stra
nge adventures
while hypnotized for only a moment.
The boys were walking down the side
walk on the
campus, still visibly affected by what
they had gone
through up in Crazy Ike’s room (See
“The Enigma,”
May Exponent).
The boys had told Crazy Ike that they
had found
records showing that he had graduate
d a hundred
and three years ago, and Crazy Ike
had confessed
that he was 127 years old, and that
he was dying.
He told them in horror-filled tones that
he believed
that he had died in a desert sandstor
m a hundred
years ago, (See “The Hypnotist,” Jan
uary Exponent) and that he had lived those
hundred years

© By Bob Wharton

only at the will of the lama,—th
at he was only a
thought of the lama.
As the marveling boys stood at
the dying man’s
side, he told them that he beli
eved the lama was
dying, and that when the lama
died, he, Crazy Ike,

would consequently disappear like
a snuffed-out

candle flame.

Then in terrified tones he related
to the boys how

the lama had ordered him to
fulfill a certain quest;

that if he did not fulfill the quest he
would be reincarnated in the body of a dog.
He then told them to get out his
diary from his

suitcase, and when they retu
rned to the bed, the
covers that had been moulde
d over the body of

Crazy Ike were slowly settling dow
n in an empty

bed.

But the bed was not empty, for
hear the pillow
the stunned boys perceived a tiny
black puppy.
Startled out of their wits, the
two boys turned

to flee—had actually reached the doo
r—when Jim’s
prosaic mind came to the aid of his
panic-stricken
Senses, and he returned shakily to
the bad, gathered
up the little puppy, and fairly ran
to the door and
down the long flights of stairs to
the campus.
As he emerged from the door he
met the white-

faced Pete, who had broken all
known records in his

mad flight down the stairs.

“Jim, I’m ashamed, but I coul
dn’t help but run.

I admit I was scared. He had just
said something

about being dead for a hundred
years, and that

he
was only living because thelama
willed him to live,
and that he’d just disappear whe
n the lama died.
Well, when I saw those covers sink
ing down in the
bed that had held Crazy Ike a
moment before, it
was too much for me! I brought his
diary, though,”

he added, “but I confess I
didn’t know I had it until

I was outside.”
“Pete,” began Jim earnestly, “do
you remember
he asked you to open the window,
and then we went
to the suitcase for his diary? Coul
d he have crawled
out of the window when we had
our backs turned?”
Pete stood still for a moment,
with his mouth

open, as he considered the possibil
ities of Crazy
Ike’s fooling them, and then he
shook his head decisively.
“No, Jim, we didn’t have our back
s turned that
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it.”
long. He couldn't have made
steady eyes of the
Jim had been looking into the
they remind him of?
puppy he held. What did
ight at one as if
Their limpid depths stared stra
s soul. Then Jim
they were gazing deep into one’
he realized what it
almost dropped the puppy 4s
zy Ike’s direct and
was they reminded him of—Cra

oping knowledge of
you might get an all-envel
worldly things.
his voice increasing
“But, the lama continued,
the

steady gaze!

in this puppy,”
“Tt can’t be that he is reincarnated
to

elf, too ashamed
thought Jim miserably to hims
“Even if he did say that he

say his thoughts aloud.
body of a dog if he
would be reincarnated in the
for the lama.”
died before fulfilling the quest
hands he hastily
Nevertheless, with trembling
, and accepted the
transferred the puppy to Pete
diary in return.

walked over the
A moment later, as the boys
that had been Crazy
green sward toward the pool
re he had told them
Ike’s favorite resting place, whe
kea little hesitantly:
all his strange stories, Pete spo
ind me of Crazy
“Somehow, this pup’s eyes rem
Lhe,
diary,” said Jim
“Let’s sit here and look at the
seating himself
by
hastily, suiting action to word
on the iron bench near the pool.
on his lap and
Pete sat down with the puppy
the lock on the
watched closely as Jim opened
book.

a

, “here are pages
“Look, Pete,” excitedly cried Jim
e Land of the Vacmarked, ‘The Hypnotist,’ “Th
e Michigan,’ “Symuum,’ “The Vanishing of Lak

ences that he told us
phonic Death,’ those experi
page marked ‘The Prepara-

about. And here is a
tion.’ Let’s read it.”
ed its eyes and
And while the little puppy clos
over the diary
ned
lea
dozed in the sun, the two boys
and read:

these things here“Many years have passed since
my duty to write it
in have happened, yet I feel it
of
will prove to be
down. Perhaps some day it
use to the world.

ld for possibly
“T had wandered around the wor
ty of life and its
twenty years, and had grown wea
shallowness.
sorrows, its pettiness, and its

Then

d summons from
one day I received an unexpecte
d my life.
nge
cha
the great lama who had so
thousand miles
ral
seve
“T obediently crossed the
,

e stood before him
that separated us, and once mor
ed face with its great livid

looking into his wrinkl
eyes.
me as I stood be“‘My friend,’ said the lama to
of the world—at my
fore him, “you have seen much
irs;
bidding.

ldly affa
You have seen much of wor

tions. I puryou have experienced all worldly emo
world that
und the
posely caused you to wander aro
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great knowledge of
in volume, ‘even with this
y, your understanding fee-

world your views are pett
row. For this great
ble, your breadth of vision nar
you must have great
quest you are to undertake
erance. ‘Thousands
understanding and great persev
usand years have disof men for more than a tho
have attempted it, but
cussed the quest, and many
s, greed, or lack of
all failed because of narrownes
understanding.

a great voice, ‘you
“‘But you,’ cried the lama in
se human evils for
are to be cleansed of all tho
experience that which
awhile. You are going to
r death!’
every person experiences afte
my fear I sank to
“J was mortally afraid, and in
to kill me—that i
my knees and begged him not
wasn’t ready to die.
ously, and glared
“He laughed a little contemptu
.
down at me with his fierce eyes
You are not going
.
ard
cow
,
“Get to your feet
t way past the barrier
to die, but only going a shor
your mind will not
that we call death, in order that
make your outlook
be confined by the barriers that
h an understanding
so narrow. You will return wit
ger wonder at the
lon
so broad that you will no
peculiarities of the universe.’
a drink of a very
“Shortly afterwards he gave me
it without question,
bitter tasting liquid. I drank
th immediately from
but it seemed to take the streng
y weak. The lama
my body, because I became ver
g steps to a ramwas forced to help my falterin
shackle bed inside his hut.
ily, the lama
“Ags [ sank back breathing heav
which filled the hut
lighted some sort of incense
As I breathed it in,
with a penetrating, acrid odor.
my senses swam.

t
I closed my eyes and a grea

in my brain.
flash of flame seemed to burst
revolve, like a giant
“he flame slowly started to
med

wailing noise see
pinwheel, and a low, hideous,
ming wheel revolved
to begin with it. As the fla
eous noise seemed to infaster, the soul-shaking, hid

l it was an unbearcrease in volume and pitch unti
that I could no
able crescendo, When it seemed
a

sudden snap, and
longer bear it, there came a
over me as the flame
great peace and relief came
and noise disappeared.
nd near the lama,
“For a moment I seemed to sta

!
and there nearby I saw my own body

to seize me
“Ag | watched, a great force seemed

y from the
and take me at an incredible speed awa
room.

e such a great
“Tn a moment I seemed to have gon
dled to a tiny
distance that the world had dwin

globe, and the sun and its revolving
planets seemed

very close together.

:

“Then I seemed to float through grea
t balls of
light, which I gradually realized were
little worlds.
I perceived that some were inhabite
d by different

forms of life.

“As I watched I saw one globe that was
entirely

devoid of life.

For some reason I felt attracted to

that lifeless waste, and I followed
and hovered

Over it.

“As I watched the barren little world,
I willed

that there should be life upon it.

“Before my eyes, as I watched spellbou
nd, the
world underwent changes, from the
age of monsters, when the bit of life—part of my
own life—
battled for existence with crude tools
and weapons,
“I watched as that spark of life from
me became

forgot everything but war to mai
m and kill their
fellows.
“They soon became very evil, and
I was filled
with intense suffering as I saw all
the good attri-

butes disappearing and only evil rema
ining,
“Then as they built frightful machines
, and the

rest of the world wallowed in
the muck of evil, |

sorrowfully blotted them from exist
ence.

“With an effort of will I sent the glob
e whirling

and spinning far out into space,
and as it disappeared it seemed as though a part
of me had died.

“When the globe had disappeared from
view, !
felt a great power seize me and draw
me rapidly
down.
“The next moment I opened my eyes
to find my-

self, weak and trembling, in the
lama’s hut.”

a great race of people, and I felt a
great love well
up in me as they made marvelou
s inventions and

Crazy Ike is now prepared for the
quest

built great cities with tall buildings.
I watched
proudly as they constructed ships to
fly through
the air, and progressed with no help
from me, but

has baffled the world for mor
e than a thou-

sand years!

harnessed the natural laws of the glob
e.

Read the next issue of The Expo
nent

“But I watcheda little anxiously as they
began
to war among themselves. They built
great war

Magazine to learn whether or
not he succeeds where all before him
have failed!

machines, and I watched in grea
t sorrow as they

The Major Tells One
® By Jack Wick

“Major” Reynolds is a quaint character of real life. Jack has often listened

to his droll stories. In this issue he retells one, the “Major” told, of a squat
man with a strong back and weak
brains.
66

ELLO, Major!

Got a story for us tonight?
Old “Major” Reynolds merely nod
ded his shapely head and continued to puff on
a powerful old.
chipped pipe that had evidently
weathered many —

campaigns with him. He was
a picture, all right,
as he sat there on the broad cott
age porch, with the faint light from the living-r
oom fireplace silhouet-

ting his harsh aquiline features.
Perhaps there was
some truth in the persistent vill
age rumor that he
was a member of an aristocratic
eastern family, and
had been outlawed for his rom
antic shiftless ways

that had so definitely stampe
d him a soldier of
fortune.
3
During the expectant minutes
of waiting for him
to begin his fortnightly yarn
for ys boys, we followed his steady, dreamy gaz
ing at the clean-cut
horizon. His solitary little
cottage, surrounded by

trees on three sides, pre
senting a clear sweep of
many

miles on

the remaining side, was a
perfect
Picture of his retiring yet farsighted view of the
life of the

world he had roamed for man
y year

s. He
lived there alone, satisfie
d, glad that he had not
a

worry—or a dime—after his
many years of strife.
“Glad to see you, boys,” spo
ke up the Major,
without shifting his gaze.
This greeting was usually the
signal for the start
of some yarn on battles, dis
tant lands and adven-

tures.

“How about continuing tho
se adventures you had
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poration sent your
when the Independence Oil Cor
il, Major?” asked
Braz
party on that expedition into
one eager member of our gang.
a funny incident
“No, men; but I'll tell you of
s ago. The conthat happened a good many year
settled in the Philstabulary forces had been well
d old New York—
ippines, so 1 came back to goo
broke but quite happy.
hook up with the
“Well, it didn’t take me long to
y at a pretty fair
good old Aaron Watch Compan
knowledge of forsalary. In those days, with my

I didn’t have to look
eign tongues and customs,
e

tion. ‘Then, onc
long to pick up a pretty nice posi
poker table at
the
on,
I had some dough to start
pretty well,
me
old Frankie’s saloon used to pay
too.

ype building.
“Frankie's was the usual saloon-t
the front, and a couwith the bar and the tables in
ld hang around there
ple of tables at the rear. I wou
ng my little wad all
a good part of the day, increasi
the time.
und the bar talk“One day we were all sitting aro
an crew of one of
ing, when in comes the five-m
erns. They seemed
those cross-country moving conc
s, for he left his
kie’
Fran
to be regular patrons of
m. A glance at
the
t
place at the faro table to gree
and I continued
ies,
the party took in the five husk
conversing.
, and I leisurely
“Soon our conversation was Over
s at the bar. “Holy
turned to gaze at the roughneck
now, as was his
smokes!! (The Major was lisping
the men were as
habit when excited.) Four of
fifth! He.was the
husky as you'll ever find, but the
broad as a barn.”
shortest of the quintet, but as

d the breadth of a barn
(Here our narrator indicate

their maximum.)
by stretching his long arms to
ow, in spite of
fell
y
joll
a
“He seemed to be quite
ntic breadth
giga
his
his forbidding appearance and
he tried to
as
gh
lau
of body. He joined in the
have acld
wou
that
squeeze into a place at the bar
the byof
e
som
n
commodated two big men. Soo
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r men if he were
standers began asking the othe
course there were
really as strong as he looked. Of
little bet was sugdifferent opinions, and soon a
gested.

they try him out
“One wiseacre suggested that
that was in the
o,
on carrying an old-fashioned pian
down again.
and
rs
van, up the four flights of stai
ne in the
ryo
eve
from
‘hat crack brought a laugh
man’ inong
‘str
house except the van men. The
Finalelf.
on hims
sisted that he would make no bets
le of
bott
ing him a
ly someone succeeded in bett
such
no
ever, made
beer on the feat. His pals, how

placed their bets on
limited bets, and promptly

Frankie.
the street and
“The whole crowd went out to
vy

en hoisted the hea
watched in awe as the truckm
’s back. With no effort at

piano to the strong man
the building, and
all, the strong husky walked into
ond flight was
sec
up the first flight of steps. ‘The
ht slower yet.
flig
d
madealittle slower, and the thir
flight, the crowd
As he attempted to make the last
that the heavy
kept far back to the rear for fear
n their heads.
load would sink him and fall upo
, and just rested
“He made it to the top, though
shouldering the
his head against the wall, still
an his descent, and
piano. Ina few minutes he beg
the van. ‘There
d
che
rea
never stopped until he
the sweat from
ed
wip
was an awed silence as he

r. He won his bothis brow, and then a mighty chee

mpagne he could
tle of beer and had all the cha
drink.

buddies—all four
“About two that morning, his

into the can,
of them—carted him out, dumped him
and drove away.

I never saw any of them again,

made Frankie’s
but that little trick with the piano
ugurated—and_felfamous until prohibition was ina
lows, that’s all for to-night.”
Major would
We knew from experience that the
so we bid
on,
lusi
conc
f
not say much, after that brie
ldered
bewi
py,
slee
our
him good-night and dragged
dream about.
bodies home with something to

On Imagination’s Wings
e By William Braun
Bill quits gazing through the perfect

nine-inch mirror telescope which he
built, and prepares for an inter-stellar

and not through the earth’s atmosphere.

flight. Let’s go along and get a closeup” view of the wonders of creation.
Bill will identify them for us.

A

x0x

know to be the Milky Way, a commingling of the
light of millions of individual stars—yes, millions
of stars. And yet these stars are only the stars of
our galaxy, of a single system made up of innumerabel stars. Weare told that far beyond the “naked-

the wildest imaginings of man has

lie
eye stars,” at almost inconceivable distances,
ses.”
univer
d
“islan
other galaxies, the so-called
Later we shall have more to say concerning them.

been that of a journey through extra-terrestial

space. It is quite beyond our knowledge to give
beassurance of such a journey in the future. Out
own.
unkn
is
that
much
yond earth’s attraction lies

nal atIntense cold, absence of customary gravitatio

traction except in the vicinity of a celestial body,
and other extreme conditions remain to be met and

btovercome. Then we must be cautious, for undou

edly unseen hazards await intrepid pioneers.
But let us in imagination hurl ourselves free of

ations as
earth, and with modern astronomical revel

Once more we turn our eyes upon earth, and immediately we are greeted by a most wonderful spectacle. ‘The sun is just about to emerge from behind the bulk of the earth. The earth’s atmosphere

glows with a pearly luminescence, caused by the

refraction and diffusion of the sun’s light through
it. Finally, the sun itself appears, and the light is
so intense that we must shield our eyes.

of an
our guide, go beyond to explore the marvels
wants, hopes, and aspirations.

tremendous activity at the solar surface.

d us all
extra-mundane realm. Let us leave behin
ws,
sorro
our
all
life,
of
the cares and exigencies
equipment,

we

shall

require

sound mind and a courageous heart.

earth is intense and unbroken silence.

especially

a

Out beyond
‘The cold,

nt,
blazing stars shine with unquivering light—sile
shone
eternal sentinels, shining now as they have
ry
for countless aeons, aeons in which earth’s histo
We
is but a sentence in the Book of the Universe,
Away
rable.
intole
t
almos
ion
shall find the isolat
table
from the familiar earth features and the inevi
lves
ourse
find
shall
we
,
night
recurring of day and
space.
tellar
strangers, aliens in inters
So you see now why a sound mind and a courageous heart are prerequisites.

We shall find our-

ng
selves in peculiar situations, requiring a willi
the
to
and
heart; and a mind open to conviction

or abanacceptance of new ideas, and the alteration
donment of old ones.

above
Now let us be on our way. We are rising
cities
the earth, and already the lights of towns and
look
We
light.
of
spots
faint
are merging into
sight
the
by
ed
greet
are
we
ahead and above, and
is unof thousands of glittering stars. Their light
,
space
y
empt
gh
throu
quivering, for we see them

We stand

Surrounding

in awe before this wonderful sight.

For

Shining

above us is the faint band of luminescence which we

.
the sun is a faint, pearl white envelope, the corona
l
severa
are
Projected upon the coronal background
ak
bespe
prominences, crimson red appendages that
We resume our journey, and as we near the moon
and circle about it, we see it as man on earth shall

never see it, even with his most powerful telescope.
Familiar features of the lunar landscape, which we
from earth see comparatively indistinctly, pass by
below us.

Great crater formations, plains, and tow-

ering mountains suddenly greet us and just as suddenly depart.
But we cannot tarry here. We pass on. We

cross the orbit oof Mars, and find that planet far to
the rear of us. Soon Jupiter is the outstanding object ahead of us. The giant banded planet, with his

nine attendant satellites, looms ahead. ‘The view is
terrifying; we are spellbound! Can it be that only
300 years ago Galileo astounded waking humanity
by his discovery of four satellites of Jupiter?

We continue our voyage, changing our course
Beautiful
somewhat, until we approach Saturn.
ion.
attent
our
Saturn, the ringed planet, now claims

What a marvelous sight he presents!

An enor-

mous orb (diameter 74,000 miles, to be specific),
variously tinted, surrounded by a system of seem-
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ingly delicate rings, floats in the space before
us.
About Saturn we see several of his satellites.
We

pass near one—Titan we earth dwellers call
it—
and find that it is larger than the moon of
our
planet, Earth.

At the confines of our solar system we cross
successively the orbits of Uranus, Neptune, and
Pluto. These planets are not near our line of travel

So we pass them by. Uranus and Neptune are
really giant planets, at least when compared to
earth,

being about four times the size of that planet.

The stars now beckon to us. Our course is
set
for Alpha Centauri, the star believed to be at
the
least distance from the earth. We see that it is
a
star very similar to the sun in appearance. So
it
is, in fact, at least as concerns size, temperature,
and spectral characteristics. Here, at this distance
from the earth, 4.3 light-years,* the sun shines as

only a bright star, and in imagination we see earth
0.76" of arc distant from it.
Alpha Centauri looms ahead, and not alone, for at

a distance of about two billion miles there appears

a companion star.

‘This star is of an orange color,

and is more than a million miles in diameter. ‘I'he
yellow star of Alpha Centauri is a star quite characteristic of about half of the known stars.
A very bright star, four times brighter here than

it appears to be from earth, shines above us. It is
Sirius, the Dog Star. Since this star is of unusual
interest at the present, we direct our course to it.

Here is a brilliant white star, nearly 30 times as

bright as the sun, and early twice as hotat the sur-

face, about 11,000°C.

Two billion: miles distant

from Sirius we see a compaion star, which compared to Sirius is very faint, since it gives only
1/10,000 the light of the brighter. ‘his star is of
peculiar interest because of its high density, 30,000
times that of water.

Also, it is only about three

times the size of eartha very diminutive star.

We continue on our journey, slowing down, or

stopping now and then to observe some interesting

cosmic object.

be of interest.

One object in particular appears to

It is Betelgeuse of Orion, a truly

giant star. It has a diameter of more than 200 million miles, more than 200 times that of the sun. Con-

sequently it has a volume of more than eight million
times that of the sun. The density in its outer layers is very small, about 1/1000 that of the earth’s

atmosphere.
There are innumerable examples in our galaxy of
objects termed diffuse nebulae. ‘These are enormous clouds of highly attenuated gases, usually of
*By a light-year is meant the distance that
light will
travel in one year At the rate of 186,300 miles
per second
this unit of distanie beromes nearly 6 million million (6,000,-,
000,000,000) miles.
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helium, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. ‘The densities of them are extremely low, compared to which

that of the earth’s atmosphere is very great.

The

extent of these nebulae is usually tremendous. ‘lhe
one in the Orion group, the well known Orion nebula, is a good example of this type. We near it,

and we find that its light is not caused by an actual

heating of its substance, but rather by electrical

radiations from the stars enclosed by it.
Ot the several varieties of cosmic bodies, we have

thus far approached and examined four: star,
planet, 2

satellite, and diffuse nebula. Diversity characterizes the stars. ‘he range in size is very great.

Stars the size of the earth, though rare, do exist,
and stars large enough to enclose within their sub-

stance planetary orbits, even as large as that of

Mars, are within our ken.

Likewise, the ratio of

the intrinsic brightness of the brightest star to that
of the faintest is like that existing between
the
brightness of a powerful searchlight and that of
a

firefly.

Varying brightness may mean varying tem-

perature, which in turn will partly determine the
color of the stars. ‘Therefore, on our journey we

see stars of varied hues, from stars of
a bluish

white color to those of a dull red color.

Then, if a

star becomes still cooler, it will cease to emit light

and will become an extinct sun, a sun that
has
passed through the cycle of evolution.

And so we travel on, meanwhile losing interest
in our own galaxy of stars, for beyond it lies that

which appeals, perhaps mysteriously, to the huma
n
mind. What lies beyond our galaxy? Are
there
othere stars, other universes beyond? If so,
how

large are they, how are they distributed, and
at
what distances do they lie? Let us visit the nearest of these external galaxies, the Andromeda Nebula, or nebula M. 31. Perhaps through it we shall

be enabled to answer some of the questions
that
make us uneasy.

So be prepared. M. 31. lies at.a distance of
no
less than 900,000 light years, which in round numbers can be represented in miles by 54 followed
by
17 ciphers. Such a distance is absolutely incom
prehensible. To say that an object is at a dista
nce of

54 hundred million billion miles conveys
little un-

derstanding of the actual distance involved.
Perhaps we shall do better with the help
of a scale
model. Let us represent the radius of
the earth’s

orbit, a length of 93 millions of miles,
by one inch.

On this scale a model of the Andromed
a nebula
must be placed at a distance of no less
than 800,000

miles!

If a photograph of this nebula
were en-

larged to the size of Europe a powerful
microscope
would be required to reveal the prese
nce of a body
the size of the earth.

it
Yet, what is the Andromeda nebula? Simply,
place
is a huge system of evolving worlds, the birth

and, who
of stars, of suns, of planets, satellites,

of
knows, but of life also. To us, from our point
form,
spiral
huge
a
of
being
vantage, we see it as

July celesuggesting the pinwheels of a Fourth of

an
bration. Such a form hints at rotation about
the
of
on
rotati
al
gener
a
axis. Actually, there is

matter along
mass, coupled with an outward flow of

velothe spiral arms. For example, the rotational
a is
nebul
a
omed
city on the periphery of the Andr
along
there
about 1700 miles per second. Here and

conglomerathe arms of the nebula are to be seen
no indications of stars, whereas, the nucleus gives

nucleus is
tion of being separable into stars. The
yet in the gaseous state.
It is
But M. 31 is only a typical spiral nebula.

ently the
nearest to us, and therefore it is appar

largest.

entHowever, still more distant, and appar

ps
ly distributed at random are to be found perha

’ some
millions of others of these “island universes,
than
er
small
e
cours
of
s
perhaps larger, and other
spiral
these
of
the Andromeda nebula. Each one
of origin of
nebulae is to be regarded as the place
one is comstars and other cosmic bodies. If each
us that
obvio
es
posed of millions of stars, it becom

sions.
a star is one of nature’s most common posses
once
So now let us retrace our way and return
again to earth.

We have found the external uni-

rful
verse quite hostile, though terrifyingly wonde
earthly
and beautiful. And so when man tires of

and with
things let him turn his eyes to the skies,

his enan open mind contemplate the wonders of

created
vironing universe, and praise God who

them all.

Plato, The Broad-Shouldered Boye Richard Kappeler
Dick gives us an interesting sketch of

the erratic life of the great Greek philosoher, Plato. It's a story of—when
Greek meets Greek! Dick tells the story

in his own inimitable way It’s sure
worth reading.

Greek fistIr there were announcers for the
of them
fights—which is not improbable—one

would probably introduce our hero thus:

r we have
“Ladies and gentlemen: in this corne
Platon.
. It means
Wait, good reader; do not run away
s broad.
mean
,
Plato
Plato, in Greek. The word,

y call him
Plato’s athletic teacher—we could hardl
thus gave
and
professor—saw his broad shoulders
his pupil the name of Plato.
“phoney,” and
Now, we see that the fellow is a

that Plato is not his real name.

The Greek police

Then the doctor came out, solemn faced.
“What is it, Doc?” Ariston asked.

“It’s a boy.”
“Oh!” sighed Ariston—with relief.
Then came the problem of naming it. ‘The faminto
ily wrangled and haggled and actually split up

e Ezefactions, each faction upholding a name—lik

kiel.

ed, with the
Finally, a peace agreement was reach

d
frst recorded Greek entente. ‘The child was name
one
every
of
nt
conse
after the grandfather, with the
but the grandfather.

it’s
But it’s funny how a name will stick, once
last
the
was
pinned on you. His old man’s old man
s.
of the line of Codrus, the latest kings of Athen

of Solon,
His mother was Perictione, of the line

greatest of the Athenians’ archons.
When Plato grew older, he

followed in

Solon’s

alias Plato.
records knew him as Aristocles,

a_ philosfootsteps—a Greek Sherlock Holmes—as

holding a good
named Ariston, left a poker game,
Athens. There
in
tal
hand, and rushed to the hospi

opher and statesman.
y,
He often stole jams from his mother, doubtlessl
He
y.
pantr
the
to
having a peculiar attraction
and was
played marbles—generally he lost them
boy.
rough and playful like any other

of May,
On the eventful day of the twenty-ninth
father,
his
ing),
count
(by
in the year 427 B.C.

the Greek
he paced up and down the corridor, while

ything was all
nurse kept reassuring him that ever
right.

distinWhen of a tender age he wrestled and
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guished himself by his prowess. Ever
y newcomer
he threw in so many minutes flat. He
was a good
prospect, and the newspapers heralded
him as a

coming champ.

Wrestling was his favorite sport,

and he wrestled many Greek Kilonises in
the Isth-

mian games at Corinth.

Then he flew to Olympia.

There he received a warm ovation as he
entered the
ring, where he proceeded to win the champ
ionship.

Plato could easily have sung that song, “I’m
a

dreamer!” for he became inspired.
a woman at the bottom of it all.

Maybe it was

Anyhow, before he

was twenty years of age he wrote dram
atic and
lyric poetry. What a poor start in life !—an
d so

young!
Well, after long endurance and persistence, he

finally

persuaded

some

printers

to publish

his

verses. And were they a success? [ll say they
were! They went over with a bang. The peopl
e
yelled for him, demanded more of his poetry.
Then one day, while he was hunting for the corner that prosperity was around, he bumped into
the
revered Socrates.
Well, after a few good rounds of cussin’ one
another, Socrates and Plato became friends.
‘This

friendship helped Plato in his later career.

In the meantime, Socrates was put in the calaboose—jail to youse. While Socrates sat in
jail,
eating peanuts by the pail, Plato caught a
cold.

Socrates often said that Plato was to slow to catch
anything, but he was wrong. Plato acught that cold
and missed Socrates’ death, as he was tucked in bed
with asafoetida and mustard plasters.
The wanderlust seized Plato and he headed for
Megara, sometimes called a city—about the size of
Vandalia. He and his crony Euclid studied Eclectc philosophy. Then Plato probably flunked, for
he returned to Athens.

Magellan or Marco Polo or Ulysses did not
have
anything on Plato. Our broad-shouldered
hero
traveled to Egypt, Africa, Italy, and Sicily. He
met
many friends and—like Cyclops and one-eyed
Connelly—crashed high society.
At Syracuse he spoke too freely in the stree
ts—

like a Communist—and Dionysius, the ruler,
was

hurt by Plato’s denouncement of the government
.
In other words, Dionysius “couldn’t take it!”
So

one day the police found Plato in his hideout, and
Dionysius turned him over to the Lacedaem
onian—
wata name—ambassador, Pollio, to be
sold as a
slave.
One of his friends, Anniceris, rans
omed him as

he came to Aegina. Plato felt so good about
it that
he bought himself an academy. He establishe
d this
school in 387 and governed it until it cause
d his
death in 347.
One day he decided he had not seen enou
gh of

the world, so he packed his gladstone and
set out

for two trips to iScily. Dionysius almost
caught
him again, so Plato beat it off the map. He
was
still as goofy as ever, and insisted that
he could

write poetry, and so, write he did—but
no one ever

reads his rhymes.
He died in 347, on his birthday—a nice way
for a
fellow to celebrate his birthday. Everybod
y wept
and mourned, but secretly rejoiced, for he
was an
old crab—and the apple of no one’s eye.
His tomb,

near the academy, in the Ceramicus,
was still intact

at the beginning of the Christian era.
Some unknown fool composed the “Corpus,”
containing Plato’s works in essay form.
Now students
can spend their time reading poetry
and dramatic
junk—and go crazy about it. But if
you ask me,
old Plato wasn’t such a bad “guy” after
all.
So, long live old Plato! ! ! and let
us hope that
no one else will publish any more of his
literary art.

JAZZ—AN EARLY PROTEST
The degenerate music which now preva
ils, degrading all the arts connected with
it, and more
especially that of dancing, has divided
itself from
the ancient style, which was altogether
divine, and
becoming associated with triflers and
vulgar poets,
has obtained possession of our theaters, wher
e it ex-

cites such an extravagant admirati
on that it is en-

abled to exercise a com plete
tyranny on the stage.

But at the same time it has lost the
approbation of
those also, who by their wisdom and
their virtue
ought to be considered the best judg
es of what is
decorous and proper—Plutarch.
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Mr. Williams
® By Isabel Hosey
We are glad to offer our readers something unusual—a clever little play—
with snappy dialog—in a sky-scraper
setting. Del and Liz sure can chatter

chairs to-night.

self!

|
|gives the room a sweeping glance

Smells funny in here.

Scene—The action of the play takes place in the of-

fice of Mr. Williams, Broker. It is rather elaborate room, furnished with good taste. A door—
right leads to the outer office. A door—center—

leads to the hall. On this door “Mr. Williams” is

inscribed. ‘wo windows flank the wall. A screen
stands left—front. In front of the windows is
Mr. Williams’ massive desk and chair. A photograph, some flowers—several crumpled pieces of

paper carelessly thrown near it—stand by the
desk. The room is in darkness, except for a shaft

of light coming from the center-door transom,
hitting the screen. The door opens, and two
and Liz.

They are DEL

The former is plump, resourceful; the

other is whiney and down-at-the-heel.

You wait till we git these floors

did, a-fore you start to whine. Here [hands her some
dust rags|, you take these on the desk. I'll do the

while they work. But read it for your-

cleaning women enter at right.

Yookit here.

Del.

As DEL

enters, she switches on the light, flooding the room
with a hard, blue glare.

Stuffy!

Liz. It does, at that. Mebby they had another directors’ meetin’ in here.
Del. It ain't cigar smoke I smell. [Looks at the ash

Anyway, I don’t see no stubs. And no papers.

trays|

Remember the last meetin’ we had to clean atter?

Pa-

pers everywhere! They’s allus havin’ meetin’s in here
lately. More work for us.
Del. Mr. Williams ought to have meetin’s—lots of
‘em.

His business is turrable—turrable!

Liz. Zat’s so?
Del. I know so!
Liz. [simpering|

I reckon Mr.

Do-o-o tell-l-l!

Williams tells you all about his ups and downs.

Or

does he write you a letter?
Del. The trouble with you, Liz, you got eyes in your .
head, but you don’t see nothin’,

You

Liz. I do need glasses.

You know my eyes ain't

ones.
bring the mops. No; not them! Just the little
[Lis enters|.
Liz. Allus makin’ me do the hard work!

so good.
Del. 1 don’t mean that.

See that chart over there?

Del.

All right, Liz; that room is enough.

Del. Lookit here! You want to be here all nightIt’s atter one o’clock now, and we ain't half through.
h
Lig. [with her usual whine] | ain’t got the stren’t
I usta have, Del.

You know my pains—them shootin’

ones.

Del. Shootin’ pains or no shootin’ pains, I don't
I get
‘tend to stay here all night. Against the time
meet
to
got
through, it’ll be four, anyway. And I

Blanche at the Savoy at four-thirty.
She
Liz. So Blanche got that job at the Savoy, eh?
was outta work a long time.
Del. Yeah, but she knows her business.
women is hard to git—good ones, I mean.

Cleanin’

Lic. Whatcha meetin’ Blanche fer? Free ride
again? 1 thought her boy lost that taxi job.
Del. He did, but he’s on his own, now. He bought
him to
a second-hand cab just yesterday. Blanche told
be there, and I could ride home with them.

He’s a

good boy to his ma, Joe is!
hard
Liz. I wisht I had a free ride home. I have it
—I do [sighs|—awful hard!

Liz. Sure I see it. I aint’ blind—yet. What about it?

Del. See them lines a-goin’ down? Well, that means
business is a-goin’ down. Every month or so that
chart is changed, but the lines don’t change. They’s
allus a-goin’ down.

Liz. Too bad we all ain’t educated!
Del. He might even have to shut up shop.

Liz. Think so?
Del.

|shrugs|.

Liz. Hit IS stuffy in here. Maybe I’m takin’ one of

my chokin’ spells again.
Del. No, it ain’t that, but I think this place could
stand a bit-a airin’.

Lis. Maybe that’s hit! [dusts off the desk|
Del. [opening the window| Whee-e! that’s better.
Liz! Liz! lookit here!
Liz. What?
Del. Look!

[holds up a bottle|

Sittin’ right here

on this winder sill, big as life!
Liz. What do you know about that!
Del. Hit looks like gin. [pulls out the cork| Ther’s
only one way to be sure.
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Itz. You mean...? Oh, Del, we dassen’t.
Del. Why dassen’t we? Who would know
? eyeing the bottle sideways| Just enough for a nip apiece.
How about it?
Lis. I will if you will. It might check my cold.
When I started out to-night, I felt like I was catchin’ one.
Del. Well, here’s to the old boy! [takes a swallow,
|
makes a wry face, and shudders
Lis. 1 wouldn't do it if I didn’t need it! [swallows]

Ugh!
Del. I can’t say so much for it. Scotland, eh? [eyes
the bottle} The liars!
Lis. You'd think that Mr. Williams would have better stuff than that. [suddenly] I didn’t know he was
a drinkin’ man.
Del. Me neither—come to think of it. [starts dustmg the floor with the mop. Liz is busy with the desk
Liz. [picking up a picture] His wife's a pretty lady,

ain't she? [looks leisurely] Her name’s Edith.
Del. I had a white poodle named E'dith, oncet. She
had the prettiest curls. [walks over, glances at the picture| She ain’t near as good lookin’ as that picture.
Lis. Zat's so?

Dei, Yeah, that photo’s been touched up.
Lis. [simpering| Oh my! I suppose you’ve been
havin’ tea with her, when Mr. Williams was tellin’ ya

how bad business was!

tlow do you know how she

looks like?
Del. I seen her in a noos reel, oncet.

Liz. Oh, sure, we seen it together.

That time when

they was comin’ home from Yurrup on that steamboat.
Hit said, “American Broker Returns.’ I remember it
like it was yesterday. You said she looked the queen
of England with that funny hat on. Remember that
hat?

Del. She’s a lady, all right, one of the swells. They
all wear funny hats,
Laz. I bet he’s proud to take her to all the balls, and
concerts, and places. [looks at the picture| She’s so
elegant.

Del.

There’s someone else Mr. Williams would

ruther take out.
[proudly]

I seen her.

Liz. Who?
?
Del. |knowingly| Now wouldn't you like to know
Liz. Miss Finney?
Del. |pointing to the door—right| That scarecrow!

She’s only his secreteery.

liz. Well, bosses have been known to be sweet on
their steno’s. Lookit number 1207, down the hall.

Everybody knows about THEM.
Del. Oh, not that Miss Finney wouldn’t LIKE to
have Mr. Williams take her out. [whispers] She’s
crazy about him!

Miss Finney’s

one you seen.
Del. I can’t tell!

Ing. Aw, come on, Del.
De. Wel:.
Iig. Come on!

You know me.

Dei. \Well, you won't tell nobody, will you? Nobody?
Liz. Honest?
Del. Crisscross your bloody heart—five fingers up

to God—you won't?
Lis. [solemnly going through the motions|

Criss-

cross my bloody heart, I won't tell a soul!
Del. Well, remember J don’t want to be the one
to
start nothin’, but I seen them together—the two of
them, big as life!

Liz. Where?
Del. Down at the Savoy. Right before Joe lost his

job, I was down there, waitin’ for Blanche—like I
allus did—and who should come out of the elevator
but HIM and HER.

fis”

Whe?

Del.

I'm comin’ to that.

Lis.

(id you speak to him—Mr. Williams?

Del. Of course not, dummy.
I am.
Lig. Oh, sure I know.

Dei. Well, out they come.

He don’t know who

She was a-hangin’ on

his arm, lookin’ up at him with eyes as big as
saucers—blue saucers. Just then Blanche came out,
and

I says to her, “Don’t look now, but who is that hussy,

lives here.

Del. | seen them together.
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Del. That don’t make no difference.

nerts about him, anyway. Some office girls get that
way. Never married, you know, makes them kind-a
queer in the head. But he don’t think any more of
her than—that filing cabinet there.
Laz. Who is it, then?
Del. Who’s who?
Liz. You know, the girl he likes to take out. ‘The

all dressed up like a plushhorse?”

Tag. LAts so?

Naw! not her.

tie: Lave: soe
Del. Yeah, lookit them flowers on his desk. She
[again points to the door—right| puts them there.
[simpering] Oh, she just loves to do things for him.
Lis. But he’s old.

words.

She’s a torch singer.”

And she said, “She

‘Them’s her very

‘Her name is Maudie Smith,” she said.

lis. A torch singer? What's that?
Del. That’s just what I said, too, and Blanche
thought I was awful dumb. She said she sits on a

piano and sings songs.
Lis. Zats 807

Del. Yes, down at the “Rat-Tat” night club.
Liz. What did she look like? Prettty
?
Del. No. Her hair was as white as my grandmother’s—only bushy. She was no good—|{ with contempt
|
all dressed up in her silks and satins and furs.
Liz. No good? How could you tell?

!
Del. She was a-smokin’ cigarettes
[gasps]
!!
ETTES
Lis. Cigar

Del. Yes; fools on one end, fire on the other—that’s
what I call them.
Liz. You don’t suppose those two cuckoo birds have

a nest up there—do you Del?
Del. O’. COURSE they do.

Ain’t I just a-tellin’

you they was.
Liz. {thoughtfully| Sittin’ on a piano, singin’ songs!

She must bea little batty. You'd think Mr. Williams
would have better taste, wouldn’t you?

Del. They’s no accountin’ tastes, when it comes to

things like that, Liz.
Liz. [looking at the picture on the desk| And his
wife has such a good face, too.
Del. That’s the way hit goes, though. But if anythin’ went wrong, he’d run to his wife the first thing—
just like a kid beats it home to his ma with a cut

finger. Men is all alike, whether they’s from Tenth
Avenoo or Park Avenoo.
Lis. [with a sigh] They’s all alike, ‘cept my man,
and he’s worse.

Del. What’s the matter? Spike been drinkin’ again?
Liz. Again? He’s plastered all time! [with a

whine] When he’s drinkin’ he can’t git a job, and
then he gits down in the dumps, and starts hittin’ the

bottle to forgit. He’s at it all the time, now. He’s
_no good—the big bum !—nothin’ but a bum. [bitterly]
The dirty rat!
Del. Why dont’ you try Rough-on-Rats?
Lig. That’s too good for him!

Del. ’Stoo bad he don’t get sick and die respectable,

like my Elmer did.

It’s a relief to be a widow.

Liz. You have all the luck, Del. |dusting off the
filing cabinet| Hmm! Looks like Mr. Williams’ stomthe
ach is botherin’ him again. [lets the spoon drop in
turrable.
glass—and smelis| Whew!! That smells
[picks up the glass| It’s different from the last medicine he’s been takin’. I wisht I could tell him about my

special herb brew.
burn.

It’s the only thing for my heart-

Liz. [hurt] You didn’t take enough of it—that’s
why.
Del. If 1 took any more than I did, I'd be a stiff
down at the morgue—I can tell you that!
Liz. [with an air of self-pity] That’s the thanks |
it would help him.
Del. Who?

Liz. Mr. Williams.

[suddenly| Say! I bet

I think I’ll bring him a bottle

to-morrow night.
Del. You must be light on your head to-night.
Liz. [going into details} 1 am havin’ the funniest

dizzy spells lately, Del. Sometimes everythin’ turns
black; then again I see spots. [sighs] I ain't well at

I need another operation.

You'd bet-

Del. Your last one ain't paid fer, yet.

ter wait.

Liz. I make the last payment this week.

Del. Well, we won't git no pay at all, if we don't
hurry. Lookit at this wastebasket! Papers all over
the place! [kneels down, starts sorting the papers,
stuffing them in a bag|

Lic. What’s the idea of lookin’ at everythin’ you
throw away?

Del. 1 found five dollars in this wastebasket oncet.

| remember—I came early the next night and gave it

back to Mr. Williams. He told me to keep it fo’ bein’
so honest. He said that honesty is the best policy.

Liz. I ain’t found no money for ages.

And believe

me—if I do—I’m going to keep it!
Del. {looking at the papers on the floor| He musta
written a lot of letters and wadded them up in a ball.
The floor’s covered with them. He must be goin’
away—someplace. [reads] It says “Good-bye Edith !”
It’s to his wife. Here’s another one. It says “For-

give me, Edith. Good-bye!”
Liz. He said that on the first one.
rings. Liz and Del look at each other|
Del. I know it.

Liz.

[the telephone
It’s the phone.

It’s ringing.

Well?

Det. Yt aint for me
Liz. Me neither. It must be for Mr. Williams.
Del. 1 wonder who it is.

Lis. [shrugs| Search me!
Del. I think I’ll answer it—just for fun.
Liz. Dast you?
Del. Why dassen’t I? It won't hurt. [picks up
phone] Hetlol * *'* Yes, © * % Ne: I ain't seen him

no place. ‘There’s nobody here but me...
Liz. And me! [whispers] Ask ’em who ’tiz!

Del. [waving her hand to shut up| Who is this?
* %* %* Oh-o-o [changing her tone| Oh—well—no, I
ain’t seen him. * * * No, ma’am, I don’t think he will.

* * * No, ma’m.
Liz.
Del.

Del. It didn’t help me none.

git fer tryin’ to help a body.

all, Dell, not good at all.

* * *

You're welcome. Good-bye!

Who was it? What did they want?
[with an air] It was Mrs. Williams I was

talking to, if you please. [softly]
Liz. What did she want?

That swell lady.

Del. She wanted to know if Mr. Williams was still
here, and I told her “No, he ain't.” She said she ain't

seen him since this mornin’.
Liz. You should-a said fer her to call the Savoy!
Del. She talked as if she was worried—crying like.
But, anyway I was so flustered I didn’t think of it.

Poor soul, she thought he might come back at the
office.

Liz. So you were talkin’ on the phone to Mrs. Wil-

liams. And we were just discussin’ her. It’s a small
world, ain't it?
Del. Mr. Williams don’t seem to know how to write
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this letter.

[busy, stuffing papers in the bag. She reads

another note|
seems to me.

paper]
Lis.

ters.

They all say about the same thing—it
[picks up another crumpled piece of

He ain’t supposed to know how to write let-

That’s what Miss Finney’s for.

ward her office
|
Del. Oh! oh Liz! Lissen to this one.
stole the money. Forgive me, Edith.

[looks up|

bye!”

[thumbs toHit save: I
I love you.”

Hit’s signed “John.” Then he says “‘Good-

Liz. [going to see] What's that—again? He stole
some money?
Del. That’s what hit says.
Lis. He ought to practice what he preaches. Honesty is the best policy! Huh! Mr. Williams, too, that’s
got all he’s got.
|
Del. [suddenly] That dish-water blonde I seen

him with had somethin’ to do with it. I know’d
she
was no good, the minute I laid eyes on her. I bet
he
took it on account of her.
Liz. I bet him and her have run away together.
Del. Yes, sir, and he didn't tell nobody.
Liz. To Palm Beach, I bet.
Del. And leavin’ his business that’s goin’ down, too.

Poor Mrs. Williams
!
lis.

Del.

[stuffing all the papers in the bag]

papers.

[looks about the room|

We just gave this

place a lick-and-a-promise to-night.
Lis. To-morrow’s the night we sweep up. Hit’s always such a strain on my back. But, come on! Hit’s
good enough.
Del. [picks up the mop] All right.
Lis. [picking up the dust rags] Im ready if you

are.

[goes to the door—center—suddenly|

der! You'd better shut the winder, Del.

Del. Yes, I guess I'd better.

"The win-

It might ruin the por-

teers. [goes to the window; closes it! This screen,
here, hit’s kind-a lopsided. [adjusts the screen] There!

that’s better.
Liz. Let’s go. [erits]
Del. Just as soon as I turn out the light.
[She snaps off the light, closes the door. The shaft
of light hits the screen, showing the head and hands of

a dead body. The telephone rings loudly as the curtain
slowly falls.|

Yes, poor soul!

Most of the books we read are like the rain water

that fell last night.
it soon runs off.

It is a superficial matter and

But the literature of a creative

spiritual power is a whole sea—the accumulated
spiritual gains of the ages—and to know it and
love it, to go down beside it and dip into it, to feel

its vast expanse, the currents that run through it
and the tides that lift it, are among the choicest
and the most rewarding privileges that man can

enjoy.
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Well, it’s

none o’ my git-out. It will mean one less office for us
to clean, Liz, if he did fly the coop with that chicken.
Liz. Well, that’s something.
Del. 1 wonder where they went.
Lis. To Yurrup, mebby.
Del. We'll know to-morrow. Hit’ll be all in the

Fosdick.
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had witnessed the noble, self-sacrificing devotedness of the Sisters of Charity to the duties of their

calling, and her high-strung nature thrilled to emulate those glorious examples.

She despised worldliness. To her eminently logi-

cal mind it was perfectly unaccountable how an

immortal soul could waste its time on amusements
and frivolities which, if not sinful, are often silly
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in the extreme. She liked fun—no laugh merrier
than hers in the hour of recreation—but hers was
a Joyousness that would have stood the test of the
Holy Family.
But to serve God—must she leave all? How

could she tear herself away from the bosom of a
family where she was the sunshine and the life,

from a mother who worshipped her, froma sister

who shared her every thought and feeling, from a

friend who was more than a friend—the very lifecompanion of her soul?
How could she give up her music, which had al-

ways occupied so much of her time, and which was

to her at once study, play, and prayer? How could

she change her laces, silks, and furs—she dressed in

exquisite taste—for the poor coarse habit of a nun?

How could she forego those little coteries, those

delectable gatherings of kindred spirits that formed
her queendom, and which were to her artistic temperament what the sunshine is to the flower, or the
blossom to the bee? Was it not possible to remain
with them, and serve God in the sanctuary of the
home? Holy women had sanctified themselves in
the home circle—a Saint Jane Frances de Chantal,
a Saint Catherine of Sweden. Perhaps—
What was that? Was there some one singing ?
Slowly and softly and far away, and in tones of

infinite tenderness, a chorus of spirit-voices seemed
to chant,
“All for Thee, O Heart of Jesus,
All for Thee eternally
!

Naught for me, O Heart of Jesus,
Save to be beloved by Thee!”
She was enthranced, delighted. She had never
heard anything so exquisitely beautiful. Sadly, yet
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prayerfully, and in accents of completest self-abnegation and self-immolation, the invisible choir repeated the refrain,

“All for Thee
Heart of Jesus,
All for Thee!”
Then the voices died away, and their echoes were

lost in the stillness of the sanctuary.

She had taught that very song to her choir, and

they had sung it often, but it never came home to

her with that sweetness of rhythm, with that sacredness of meaning as at that supreme moment.
“All for Thee, O Heart of Jesus!” she repeated to

herself.

Was it all real, or only a dream?

From the rose-light round the tabernacle there

seemed to float another strain, sweetly pleading,

“My child, give Me thy heart!”
Her heart had given the answer.
It was the last of May, and to-morrow’s sun
would usher in the First Friday of the month of
the Sacred Heart.
She was alone.
In the nave below, the sacristan jinled his keys
as a warning that he was about to lock the doors.
She heard the summons and rose to go.

With one

last lingering glance at the tabernacle, and with the

words of the angelic hymn on her lips, she departed

with the peace of God in her heart, that peace which

the world cannot give, and which is found only in

the soul that has vowed herself wholly and irrevocably to Him who gave His life that souls might live.
Love Divine had conquered another love!
When she left the church, a star was just beginning to twinkle in the purple west, fair harbinger of bliss to be.
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College Clippings
e By Jack the Clipper
Heidelberg will swing open to the fair damsels

I did not know before that—
“Jersey versus Holstein” was the title of a lawsuit in Kansas City, Mo., after Everett Holstein’s

truck struck Robert Jersey, a dairyman.
‘i.e 8 ee os SS
A church in Haines City, Fla., is equipped with
comfortable rocking chairs in place of straightbacked pews.

+s

6

ee

The native boys in Fiji send their sweethearts
lemons as tokens of their love.

: 48 se 8
Professor James Purcell, of Marquette University, said that “applesauce will endure, because we
have no other word to express flattery that is uncomplimentary.”
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Mark Haas, of New York, has a

collection of

28,000 different paper match covers.
As eo oe eM
The world’s largest camera, 31 feet in length,
weighing 14 tons, and built with a dark room inside,

has recently been put into operation by the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey. It cost $15,240.
+ 4 s+ 2k
Six Roosevelts are enrolled at Harvard: Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Jr., and John Roosevelt, sons of the
President; Kermit, Theodore III, and Cornelius
Van., grandsons of the late [Theodore Roosevelt
;

and Henry Parrish Roosevelt.
ee.
Oklahoma A. and M. boasts of a “Huey Long”
as the editor of Daily O’Coolegian.

headed “Huey’s Hooey.”
ee.

His column is

ee

‘Thirty-five hundred is the number of “rhinies”
that New York University enrolled as freshmen

this year.
eeewee
Washington University of St. Louis, Mo., during
the 1933-34 school received gifts totaling $858,818.
at
ee
Universities in Japan have only 35 women students.
se

2

kk

The average height of the college man is 68.88

inches; his average weight is 141.65 pounds. The
figures for co-eds are 63.75 inches and 120.69
pounds.
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next year.

ee
Registrars are much too particula

About the way we map our curricula.
Be
Ee om

Streamlining is not the invention of modern engineers, according to Dr. George C. Vaillant, curator of Mexican Archaeology of the American
Museum of Natural History, New York. ‘The
Aztecs built streamlined temples to Quetzalcoatl,

God of the air.

ee
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Space is not empty. Previously considered as a
perfect vacuum, space is now thought to contain

one atom per cubic inch. These roving atoms are
believed to be an aid to astronomers in measuring
the distance to the various stars.
x 2 * *k& *

Women require 25 per cent longer time to apply
brakes when driving an automobile than men.
—s et ee
A man who wheeled his wife in a push chair 200
miles to Carfin, Scotland, on a pilgrimage to the
shrine there, has wheeled her safely back to London.

The return journey took a week.
ok

ek

William Lyon Phelps reviewed A Year's Embassy
to Mustapha Kemal thus: “I learned on every page
something I had not known. I was only vaguely
conscious of Mustapha Kemal, but now I feel that
every one mustapha copy of this book.”’
Mie

Ee
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The New York City postoffice receives each day
an average of 42,000 pieces of mail without street

addresses.
A

oe

ee

Of 33,000,000 telephones in the world, the United
States has 17,424,400, or nearly 53%. Germany is
second with 2,960,400.
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In a number of European and Asiatic cities today, many men and women earnaliving by gather-

ing cigarette butts from the gutter which they sell
to “renovating” tobacco manufacturers.
China, has 2,000 of these butt collectors.
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The lie-detector is being used by Northwestern
University law school offtcials to force students to
return stolen books from the law library.
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BE YOU like the silent Sphinx—
One of those strong but wordless ginks?
Is it that your lips are sealed,
And your speech has been repealed?
Is there anything the matter
With your usual line of chatter?

This Magazine ts
Our Product

NO?
Then grab a phone and let me know
You’re still alive—I°d love it so.
You know I always have adored
The. rumblings of your vocal chords.
So give my telephone a ring
And Ill forgive you anything.
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Sita
To me a cigarette is the best smoke.
It’s a short smoke...
and then again it’s
milder.
|
“I notice that you
smoke Chesterfields
also. I like them very
much.”

ee

T wap 4 BERTH in the ninth
sleeper. It was a heavy train and a cold
—and I thought about
night — snowing
the man with his hand on the throttle.
I admire and respect those men.”
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